Skoda octavia 2016

Malcolm Flynn road tests and reviews the updated MY17 Skoda Octavia, with specs, fuel
consumption and verdict at its Australian launch. You may not have had the chance to use
CarPlay, Android Auto, AEB or active cruise control before, but each will change the way you
view driving. Aside from new wheels for the Ambition, and the upgraded head and taillights for
the Style, the MY17 Octavia line-up is identical to the MY16 range. Riding on the much-lauded
MQB modular platform, the Octavia continues the Skoda tradition of splicing two traditional
segments, with the width of a small car, but the length of something approaching mid-size. All
bar the base Ambition sedan get another two cupholders and espresso holder in the rear
armrest. The Octavia also gets bonus points for its little door pocket rubbish bin,
cupholder-mounted mobile phone holder and the shopping bag hooks in the cargo area. For
those wishing to spruce up their Ambition, the option of a factory-fitted 'Sports Pack' as fitted to
the red wagon we drove has been added to the price list. This adds the upgraded lights from the
Style, black inch multispoke wheels with lowered sports suspension, black rear spoiler, mirrors
and decals, flat-bottomed steering wheel, tinted rear windows, auto headlights and wipers,
auto-dimming rearview mirror and rear seatbelt reminders. How much? So while it comes with
all the important stuff as standard, you can still get yourself in trouble by dancing with the extra
costs on the options list. The Octavia Style, already featuring high-end features like climate
control air conditioning and leather seats, continues as the next step up, and also scores AEB
and active cruise, but adds a sports steering wheel, bi-Xenon headlights with LED DRLs, LED
taillights, blackened front foglights and rear seatbelt reminders. The entry TSI petrol is a 1. The
TDI is a 2. The TSI 1. The TSI models are also available with a seven-speed DSG dual-clutch
auto, and all other Octavias continue with the six-speed dual-clutcher. All models are
front-wheel drive, so no off-road 4x4 capability or high performance on-road all-wheel drive
set-ups here. This mileage figure only climbs to 4. During our testing, we saw 5. Given the lack
of mechanical changes across all Skoda Octavia models in this update, there were no surprises
during our revisit. Two years on, the second generation to arrive in Australia is still a fine
machine. The TSI motor generally punches well above its 1. Otherwise, it handles hills as well
as a non-turbo engine of about 2. Then the diesel RS sedan stops the clocks at 8. Road noise is
modest and the turning circle is nice and tight. Towing capacity for petrol models is kg for an
unbraked trailer and kg for a braked trailer, while the diesel is rated to a weight of kg and kg
respectively. Although park assist isn't fitted, rear parking sensors are standard on the
Ambition, with front and rear sensors on Style and RS. Oil capacity is 4. The Skoda Octavia was
already one of the unsung heroes of the Australian new car market, and while these latest
changes are few, they bring some mighty big wishlist items. Paul Gover road tests and reviews
the Volkswagen Passat sedan and wagon with specs, fuel consumption and verdict at its
Australian launch. Small-car shoppers are spoiled for choice these days, but the spoiling and
the choice have just Sorry, there are no cars that match your search. What we like Excellent
standard safety kit Excellent back seat and boot packaging Excellent standard connectivity.
Malcolm Flynn. Similar Cars Volkswagen Golf. Stay up to date with the cars guide weekly
newsletter. Buyers using Skoda finance can also opt to use the Skoda Choice guaranteed resale
value plan. Does the Skoda Octavia tempt you over its more established rivals? Tell us what you
think in the comments below. Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs Skoda Octavia
cars for sale. Honda Civic sedan review. Volkswagen Passat sedan and wagon review.
Volkswagen Golf Mk7 review. Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. With 12 months of cover, new
customers get 3 months for free! A Skoda Octavia was once the least sophisticated of all the
Volkswagen Group's family hatchback products. That wasn't the case by the time this MK3
model Octavia came along on Almost nothing was held back for this third generation version. It
was still bigger and better value than most of its rivals, a Mondeo-sized medium range hatch for
the price of a Focus-sized one. But the difference with this third generation design was that it
was finally clever enough to change the way that cynics thought about Skoda. Let's Czech it out
as a used buy. You can trace the Skoda success story of the last few decades back to the
original launch of one model: this one - the Octavia. Right from its very first appearance in , this
has been a car that's always super-sized its value proposition, offering more space than the
class norm. For first and second generation versions, that class saw competition amongst
Focus and Astra-class family hatches. This MK3 model though, took a step up in the world,
virtually big enough to compete with Mondeos and Insignias in the larger medium range
segment. An Octavia then, that was usefully larger than ever before - and cleverer too - as it had
to be to distance itself from the simpler, smaller Skoda Rapid model that hit the market a few
months before this car arrived in the Spring of The Rapid is the car to choose for Skoda
motoring as it used to be, light on frills and cutting-edge technology but solid, reliable,
value-laden and built to last. This Octavia, in contrast, was more of a signpost to the kind of
direction the Czech brand wanted to go in the future: one sharing the very latest technology

with more luxurious brands in the Volkswagen Group stable. There was a price tag to go with
that of course, but it was one that still offered an affordable way into state-of-the-art thinking,
most notably the hi-tech 'MQB' platform this car shares with SEAT's Leon, Volkswagen's 7th
generation Golf and even the pricey Audi A3. Underpinnings that allow the kind of technology
and roadgoing dynamics that back in , buyers had simply never seen in a Skoda before. An
Octavia then, that was guaranteed to surprise those familiar with the brand and others new to it.
This car sold until when it was facelifted inside and out. It's the pre-facelift to hatch and estate
models we concentrate on here. It was stretched to make this Skoda significantly bigger than its
Audi counterpart it's bigger than the MQB-based VW Golf and SEAT Leon models too but that
apart, beneath the panelwork, almost everything else about these two cars is actually the same.
You can't tell an Audi buyer that of course, but Skoda customers will receive the news with
smug satisfaction, released, as they are, from the burdens of badge equity. These people will
probably quite like the fact that the look and feel of this car is very similar to its predecessor,
despite Chief Designer Josef Kaban's attempt to create what Skoda called 'an engaging and
elegant new look'. The similarities persist despite the difference in size: this car is 90mm longer
and 45mm wider than its MK2 predecessor, making it all the more impressive that it also
manages to be up to kgs lighter. That's been achieved through very careful attention to detail,
plenty of which you begin to notice once you start to examine this car more closely. At the front,
the slat corporate grille is flanked by highly detailed headlamps with patterns inspired by
traditional Czech cut glass. Moving further back, you follow the sharp so-called 'tornado line'
that profiles so many modern Volkswagen Group products, there to stretch the car visually and
emphasise what Skoda rather optimistically hopes will be seen as a 'coupe-like silhouette'
around rear side windows shaped like jet aircraft tailfins no, we couldn't see it either. The way
that bold creaselines cleverly separate the surface areas is especially evident at the back where
the familiar C-shaped rear lamps can feature hi-tech LED lighting. But it's when you lift the
heavy bootlid that you get a feel for what this car is really all about. Push forward the
split-folding rear bench to free up 1,litres and the Skoda's advantage is just as great, even if the
space available isn't quite flat. But of course, if you're likely to be doing that on a regular basis,
then you'd do better to opt for the estate variant, a car which offers litres with all the seats in
place or 1,litres with the back seat folded. Was all this achieved at the expense of rear seat
occupants - as was the case with the first generation version of this car? Enter in through the
wide door openings and you'll find that, thanks to a mm wheelbase increase, there's more
headroom and elbow width than there was before - though still not quite enough to really
comfortably take three adults on longer trips. But then, previous Octavias have always been
accommodating. Traditionally less attractive has been the Spartan built-down-to-a-price feel
offered up behind the wheel. This car does better here. You still wouldn't think you were in an
Audi but everything's certainly much more Volkswagen-like in terms both of fit and finish, the
feeling supposed to equate to that of 'wearing a well tailored suit', according to the design team.
A few budget touches remain - the hard, cheap plastic used to trim the interior just below the
windows on the rear doors for example. But overall, thanks to things like a soft touch
slush-moulded dash and the addition of damped grab handles, the feeling of thirift and
over-riding solid sensibility that characterises Skoda's only slightly smaller Rapid model isn't as
evident here. The white backlit instrument panel was re-designed for this MK3 model but
probably the biggest interior change lies in the way that stereo, navigation and trip computer
functions are wrapped up into a clear and easy-to-use infotainment touchscreen. There are lots
of clever cubbies too - with storage areas big enough to take a 1. We particularly like the smart
'phone holder, placed down by the thankfully conventional handbrake. We all have to cart our
smartphones about with us: why can't every cabin house them as neatly as this one does?
Please fill in the form here for an exact up-to-date information. Skoda had ironed out quite a few
problems common to earlier Octavias by the time it came to this Mk3 model but inevitably, a few
issues have persisted and we found a few of them during our ownership survey. One owner
complained of an acoustic resonance over rough surfaces and said his car had an engine
vibration that could be felt through the steering wheel at around 3, revs. Another recognised
problem is the way that this MK3 model collects water that gets trapped at the bottom of the
front doors. Other issues? Well one owner complained that the sat nav kept locking up and had
to be continually restarted. Another reported a door controller failure. There was an issue for
one owner with the front headlamp washers - they had to be re-set in order top work properly.
On another car, the dual mass flywheel had to be expensively replaced and the gear selector
kept sticking in reverse gear. As with the Volkswagen Golf and the SEAT Leon, the German
engineers who created this car took a pragmatic approach to driving dynamics, deciding that
drivers opting for lower order engines wouldn't care too much about cutting edge handling
response. So the sophisticated multilink rear suspension is reserved for the

performance-oriented vRS models, the most powerful of which uses the 2. Most used car
buyers will focus though, on the mainstream variants that are all suspended with a much
humbler torsion beam arrangement. It's disappointing to find such a simple set-up in lower
order Golfs but it seems to matter a lot less in this Octavia. Partly because you're less likely to
approach this car and want to throw it about. And partly because the simple suspension set-up
isn't detrimental to ride quality: on the contrary, it's very good, even over very poor surfaces. As
a result, this is a restful car to use and a great long journeying companion. Particularly with the
torque of a decent turbo diesel engine under the bonnet. There are two main ones on offer here,
with the base 1. Either way, expect to make 62mph from rest in around You'll get a similar level
of performance from the PS 1. A PS 1. To be honest, this car doesn't feel that fast with any of
these engines fitted - and in its volume diesel guise would benefit from a sixth speed in its
manual transmission to ease the engine strain at higher revs. Not that you'll be short of speeds
if you select a variant fitted with the DSG auto gearbox option, this transmission offering up to
seven ratios, but with the usual auto transmission sprint-sapping penalties attached. Still, you
can perk things up a bit by recourse to the kind of hi-tech intervention you simply wouldn't
expect to find on a family-minded Skoda of this sort: 'Driving Mode Selection'. It's the Czech
brand's version of Audi's 'drive select' set-up and it's standard whatever your engine choice on
all but entry-level Octavias to allow you to match the set-up of the car to the mood you're in and
the road you're on. To use 'Driving Mode Selection', you simply press the system's 'mode'
button, then use the infotainment touchscreen to select between 'normal', 'sport' and 'eco'
driving settings, depending upon the kind of progress you want to make. Or you can
pre-programme your own bespoke settings using the 'individual' menu. The system will then
adapt the engine torque, the accelerator sensitivity, the power steering and, if appropriate, the
auto gearbox response to suit. You'll certainly enjoy all of this more at the wheel of one of the
pokier mainstream variants, either the PS petrol TSI 1. The 1. And handling? Well as we
suggested at the beginning, it isn't really geared towards the needs of the enthusiast driver,
though to be fair, bodyroll is well controlled and the steering direct and precise. If you're after
more than that, then you'll appreciate one of the sporty vRS models. Horses for courses you
see. And if those courses are likely to be on the rough and muddy side, then you'll be interested
in the four-wheel drive system also developed for this car, primarily for a Scout estate model
with additional body cladding and a raised ride height. The Octavia name - based on the latin for
'eight' - is an almost inseparable part of Skoda's history, dating all the way back to when it
arrived to designate the eighth design produced by the Czech brand following World War II. In
modern era guise, Octavias have sold prolifically, enough, if placed end-to-end, to fill all three
lanes of the complete M But those sales of course date back to a time when this was a slightly
smaller and much less sophisticated car. This third generation Octavia was an altogether more
sophisticated thing, a car you can electronically tweak to suit both your mood and the road
you're on. A Skoda that can automatically park itself, brake itself or dip its own headlights. A
Skoda in fact that can do everything you'd expect a comparable Audi to do - at a substantial
price saving. There's a cost for that of course: don't expect one of these to be super-cheap on
the used market - in the way that family-minded Skodas used to be. But you're getting a lot
more for your money with this MK3 model Octavia. If you doubt that, then try one. It might
surprise you. At participating Shell service stations. By clicking subscribe you are adhering to
our terms and conditions. Please see our privacy policy for more details. Personal Business.
Sales enquiries: How to pass your driving test Car insurance guides. RAC Drive. Greater
London Change location. Your location is currently set as Greater London Update location. Use
my location. Search RAC Drive for news, reviews, advice and more. Skoda Octavia - used car
review. Get covered. Join now. Find more car reviews tagged with: Skoda Octavia Estate. Get
our best motoring stories, delivered. Get the latest news, reviews and offers to help keep your
motoring costs down. You might also like. Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news,
advice, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility
Cookie policy. Do you have a question about the Skoda Octavia or do you need help? Ask your
question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question.
The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Skoda
Octavia owners to properly answer your question. View the manual for the Skoda Octavia here,
for free. This manual comes under the category Cars and has been rated by 10 people with an
average of a 8. This manual is available in the following languages: Engels. Below, you will find
the most frequently asked questions about the Skoda Octavia Is your question not listed? We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to
use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ask a question. About the Skoda Octavia
Skoda Octavia specifications. Related product manuals. Frequently Asked Questions Below,
you will find the most frequently asked questions about the Skoda Octavia How do I convert

miles into kilometres? The location of the VIN number of the car differs per brand and type of
car. The code may be stamped on the frame of the car or mounted on a plate. What is a VIN
number? The VIN number of a car is an identification number unique to each car. When does my
Skoda need maintenance? Regular maintenance is necessary for every car. How often the car
needs maintenance and what exactly needs to be done can be found in the maintenance
instructions. For major periodic service, this should generally be done every 2 years or after 30,
kilometres. When should I change the brake fluid of my Skoda? It is recommended to change
the brake fluid every two years. What is the difference between E10 and E5 petrol? E10 petrol
consists of up to ten per cent ethanol while E5 petrol will contain less than five per cent ethanol.
As a result, the percentage of E10 petrol is lower than that of E5 petrol, making it less bad for
the environment. One or more doors won't open from the inside. Now what? The lock is most
likely set to the child safety lock so it cannot be opened from the inside. How to unset the child
safety lock differs per brand and type. My car radio does not turn on, now what? If your car
radio does not turn on, it will not receive any power. Check that the red wire is connected to the
contact power supply and the yellow wire to the constant power supply. Read more. Over
Browse Car Specifications Octavia 3 Versions - 1. Ambition - 1. Elegance - 1. Skoda Octavia 3 1.
Show more Images Compare with another car. With a fuel consumption of 3. This engine
produces a maximum power of PS bhp - 81 kW at rpm and a maximum torque of Nm lb. The
power is transmitted to the road by the front wheel drive FWD with a 5 speed Manual gearbox.
On the topic of chassis details responsible for road holding, handling behavior and ride
comfort, the Octavia 3 has McPherson struts. Coil springs. Torsion bar. For stopping power, the
Octavia 3 1. The Octavia 3 model is a Turismo car manufactured by Skoda, with 5 doors and 5
seats, sold new from year until , and available after that as a used car. What engine is in Skoda
Octavia 3 1. The Skoda Octavia 3 1. How many horsepower hp does a Skoda Octavia 3 1. How
much does a Skoda Octavia 3 1. What is the top speed of a Skoda Octavia 3 1. Is Skoda Octavia
3 1. No, the Skoda Octavia 3 1. Popular comparisons with this car Ford Mondeo 3 2. Skoda Fabia
II 1. Volkswagen Passat B6 BlueMotion 1. Ford Focus 2 1. Suzuki Swift II 1. Renault Megane 2
Phase 1 1. Skoda Octavia 2 1. Opel Signum 2. If you found an error in these specifications.
Latest Car Specs. View more. Latest Models. Acura Integra 4-door. Acura Integra 3-door. Acura
Integra 5-door. Acura NSX Acura RLX Acura ILX Acura EL ES3. Acura EL MB4. Acura CL YA1.
Acura CSX. Acura RDX Acura MDX Acura MDX. Audi Avant type C3. Audi Avant type C4.
Bucuresti, Sectorul 2 Ieri Rucar Ieri Cluj-Napoca Ieri Moreni Azi Vinde rapid. Promoveaza-ti
anuntul aici. Sibiu Azi Ciobanita Azi Iasi Azi Tunari Azi Bucuresti, Sectorul 5 Azi Bucuresti,
Sectorul 6 Azi Bistrita Azi Constanta Azi Galati Azi Bacau Azi Timisoara Azi Bucuresti, Sectorul
3 Azi Maracineni Ieri Ojdula Ieri Bucuresti, Sectorul 6 Ieri Targu Jiu Ieri Bucuresti, Sectorul 1 Ieri
Piatra Neamt Ieri Selimbar Ieri Calarasi Ieri Bucuresti, Sectorul 4 Ieri Pitesti Ieri Otopeni Ieri
Pascani 20 feb. Tulcea 20 feb. Crang 20 feb. Nicolae Balcescu 20 feb. Bucuresti, Sectorul 4 20
feb. Bucuresti, Sectorul 2 20 feb. Constanta 20 feb. Anuntul este acum salvat in in lista ta de
favorite. Important si util: Pentru a salva permanent anuntul trebuie sa fii logat in contul tau
OLX. Intra in cont. Nu, multumesc. Prin accesarea contului, esti de acord cu Termenii si
Conditiile site-ului. Prin clic pe butonul Inregistreaza-te, accept Termenii de utilizare. Toate
Privat Firma Skoda Skoda Anunturi promovate Vezi toate. Vezi anuntul pe. Anunturi Am gasit
anunturi. Am gasit anunturi Vinde rapid. Skoda Octavia 1. Skoda octavian 1. Skoda Octavia
Skoda Octavia Ambition 2. Skoda Octavia Skoda Octavia Smart 2. Vand Skoda Octavia, 2. Vand
Skoda Octavia 1. Skoda Octavia Skoda Octavia Break 1. Octavia 3 Combi 1. Skoda octavia 3
motor 2. Cautari asemanatoare: skoda octavia in categoria Skoda skoda octavia in categoria
Auto, moto si ambarcatiuni skoda octavia benzina in categoria Skoda skoda octavia 2. Doresti
sa salvezi aceste criterii de cautare? Salveaza cautarea Vezi cautarile salvate. Cautarea este
salvata Sterge din cautari favorite Vezi cautarile salvate. Vazute recent Anunturi favorite 0
Cautari favorite. Anuntul acesta nu mai este disponibil. Cum cel mai probabil produsul a fost
deja vandut, sa ne bucuram o clipa pentru vanzator. Si acum te invitam sa reiei cautarea. Poti
gasi anunturi similare din aceeasi categorie. Cautarea a fost salvata Bravo. Anuntul este acum
salvat in in lista ta de favorite Important si util: Pentru a salva permanent anuntul trebuie sa fii
logat in contul tau OLX. Intra in cont sau Creeaza cont. Cauti un loc de munca? Gaseste-l aici in
peste Seteaza o parola pentru contul tau Care sunt beneficiile unui cont pe OLX? Poti adauga
anunturi rapid, fara confirmare pe email, Poti accesa usor contul si anunturile tale oricand, Poti
modifica rapid setarile contului sau anunturilor tale Continua cu contul Facebook Seteaza
parola. Beneficiile crearii unui cont pe OLX: Poti trimite rapid mesaje catre orice anunt Ai toate
conversatiile salvate intr-un singur loc Ai acces la toate functiile contului OLX. Intra in cont
Creeaza un cont Continua cu contul Facebook. E-mail din contul OLX. Ai uitat parola? Alege o
parola. Sunt de acord cu folosirea mijloacelor de comunicare electronica si a echipamentelor de
telecomunicatii in scopul trimiterii de informatii de natura comerciala de ex. Anunturi Am gasit

anunturi Am gasit anunturi Vinde rapid. Abarth 1. Acura 1. Aixam 1. Alfa Romeo 1. Alpina 1. AM
General Truck 1. ARO 1. Asia Motors 1. Aston Martin 1. Audi 1. Austin 1. Auverland 1. Bellier 1.
Bentley 1. BMW 1. Bugatti 1. Buick 1. Cadillac 1. Casalini 1. Caterham 1. Changhe 1. Chatenet 1.
Chevrolet 1. Chrysler 1. Cupra 1. Dacia 1. Daewoo 1. Daihatsu 1. Dodge 1. DS Automobiles 1.
Eagle 1. Ferrari 1. Fiat 1. Fisker 1. Ford 1. GAZ 1. Genesis 1. GMC 1. Gonow 1. Gordon 1. Great
Wall 1. Grecav 1. Hanomag 1. Holden 1. Honda 1. Honker 1. Hummer 1. Hurtan 1. Hyundai 1.
Infiniti 1. Isuzu 1. Italcar 1. Iveco 1. JAC 1. Jaguar 1. JDM 1. Jeep 1. Kaipan 1. Kia 1. Koenigsegg
1. Lada 1. Lamborghini 1. Lancia 1. Land Rover 1. Lexus 1. Ligier 1. Lincoln 1. Lotus 1. Marcos 1.
Martin Motors 1. Maruti 1. Maserati 1. Mazda 1. MCC 1. McLaren 1. Mercedes-Benz 1. Mercury 1.
Microcar 1. Mini 1. Mitsubishi 1. Morgan 1. MTX 1. Nissan 1. Oldsmobile 1. Oltcit 1. Opel 1.
Pagani 1. Peugeot 1. Plymouth 1. Polestar 1. Polski Fiat 1. Pontiac 1. Porsche 1. Praga 1. Proton
1. Renault 1. Rolls-Royce 1. Rover 1. Saab 1. Santana 1. Saturn 1. Scion 1. Seat 1. ShuanGhuan
1. Smart 1. SsangYong 1. Steyr 1. Subaru 1. Suzuki 1. Tata 1. Tatra 1. Tavria 1. Tesla 1. Toyota 1.
Trabant 1. Triumph 1. TVR 1. UAZ 1. Ultima 1. Volkswagen 1. Volvo 1. Wartburg 1. Yugo 1.
Zastava 1. ZhiDou 1. UniCredit Leasing CZ, a. OlfinCar s. TUkas a. Vinde acum. Filtreaza
Reseteaza. Cauta si in descriere. Doar cu poze. Anul fabricatiei. Optiuni financiare Optiuni
financiare Persoane fizice, firme, leasing, se emite factura. Motorizare Motorizare Cutie de
viteze, transmisie, capacitate cilindrica, putere. Caroserie Caroserie Culoare, volan pe dreapta,
numar de usi. Dotari Dotari Airbag, aer conditionat, multimedia, siguranta. Localizare Localizare
Localizarea vehiculului. Avariata Toate. Garantie dealer inclusa in pret. Primul proprietar. Fara
accident in istoric Toate. Are VIN. Carte de service. Masina de epoca. Alege Reseteaza. Optiuni
financiare. Se emite factura. Predare leasing. Doar de la persoane fizice. Doar de la firme. Dealer
Autorizat. Capacitate cilindrica. Norma de poluare Euro 1. Euro 2. Euro 3. Euro 4. Euro 5. Euro 6.
Vizualizeaza toate 7. Filtru de particule Toate. Transmisie 4x4 automat. Vizualizeaza toate 4.
Cutie de viteze Automata. Automata CVT. Automata dublu ambreiaj. Semi-automata secventiala.
Vizualizeaza toate 5. Culoare Alb. Alte culori. Vizualizeaza toate Volan pe dreapta Toate. Numar
de portiere. Vopsea metalizata. Vopsea nemetalizata. Vopsea mata. Airbag-uri frontale.
Airbag-uri laterale fata. Computer de bord. Controlul stabilitatii ESP. Geamuri fata electrice.
Inchidere centralizata. Acoperis panoramic. Aer conditionat. Aer conditionat doua zone. Aer
conditionat patru zone. Airbag genunchi sofer. Airbag-uri cortina. Airbag-uri laterale spate. Bare
longitudinale acoperis. Camera parcare spate. Carlig
telecaster schematic
04 grand prix radio wiring diagram
pt cruiser battery location
remorca. Comenzi volan. Controlul tractiunii ASR. Faruri automate. Faruri Xenon. Geamuri cu
tenta. Geamuri laterale spate fumurii. Geamuri spate electrice. Head-up display. Imobilizator
electronic. Incalzire auxiliara. Interior din piele. Interior din velur. Intrare auxiliara. Jante din aliaj
usor. Limitator de viteza. Lumini de zi LED. Navigatie GPS. Oglinda retrovizoare interioara
electrocromatica. Oglinzi retrovizoare ajustabile electric. Oglinzi retrovizoare exterioare
electrocromatice. Oglinzi retrovizoare incalzite. Parbriz incalzit. Pilot automat. Proiectoare ceata.
Scaune fata incalzite. Scaune spate incalzite. Senzori parcare fata-spate. Senzori parcare spate.
Stergatoare parbriz automate. Suspensie reglabila. Vezi cautarile salvate Salveaza cautarea.
Vezi cautarile salvate Sterge din cautari salvate Sterge. Skoda Octavia Posibilitate leasing ,
euro6, xenon. Adauga la Favorite Sterge de la Favorite. Skoda Octavia 1. Skoda Octavia Skoda
Octavia Cp automat 4x4. Skoda Octavia 2.

